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Onikuma L2 gaming speakers
Onikuma L2 gaming speakers will provide you with an unforgettable sound experience during any game. They offer exceptional sound
quality that will make every detail in your games even more realistic. You can connect them both wired via USB port and wirelessly via
Bluetooth, and with RGB backlighting, they will give your gaming station a unique look.
 
Rediscover the world of sound
Immerse yourself  in  virtual  reality  with the Onikuma L2!  With an RMS power of  5W x2 and an impedance of  4Ω,  the speakers deliver
amazingly clear sound that brings out the finest sound details. The wide frequency response of 50Hz to 16kHz means that no sound will
escape your attention - from deep bass to soft treble tones. Now you'll hear every footstep of your opponent, subtle ambient noises and
sound effects in your games!
 
Light up your gaming station
Create an amazing atmosphere during any game. The speakers are equipped with colorful RGB backlighting, so they fit perfectly into the
trend of  modern gaming devices,  giving your stand a unique character.  What's more,  you can freely choose from a variety of  lighting
effects using the large dial.
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Freedom of connection choice
Onikuma L2 speakers offer various connection options. You can connect them to your computer or laptop with a wired USB cable for a
stable and reliable connection. Want to play your favorite songs from your smartphone or tablet? No problem! You will successfully pair
the speakers with the device of your choice via Bluetooth. The decision is up to you! 
 
	Manufacturer
	Onikuma
	Model
	L2
	Input current
	5V/1A
	RMS power
	5W x2
	Impedance
	4Ω
	Frequency response
	50Hz-16kHz
	Signal-to-noise ratio
	56 dB
	Connection
	Wired (USB), wireless (Bluetooth)
	Cable length
	1,4 m
	Backlighting
	Yes, RGB
	Weight
	659,5 g
	Dimensions
	95 x 110 x 189 mm

Preço:

€ 28.50

Audio, Colunas Bluetooth
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